
 
Each and every player on the team must obey the following rules: 
 
1. Each game will be 7 innings or 55 minutes in length, whichever comes first.  If the game is 

not completed at the allotted time, the score will revert back to the last completed inning. All 
teams play double headers. 

 
2. Each team will supply their own pitcher who will pitch 3 consecutive balls.  If the batter 

doesn’t hit the third pitch, the batter is out.  Foul on the third pitch, the batter is out. 
 
3. Each team is allowed 9 players on the field, of which 2 must be women.  For every woman 

you are short, you must take a male off the field.  All players bat in rotation and there must 
be 4 fielders. 

 
4. No lead off or base stealing permitted.  The runner advances only when there is contact 

with the ball.  If the ball is foul, the runner must return to the base. 
 
5. All persons on the roster must be in the batting lineup (maximum of 10 batters) and can 

only go through the batting order once in an inning. Must call out last batter and the ball 
must go home unless caught or a force out for the third out. 

 
6. There is no bunting, therefore, the ball must be hit past the pitcher to be considered a fair 

ball. If the pitcher is hit, the batter is automatically out.  
 
7. There is NO sliding allowed. If a player slides they will be called out.  
 
8. Runners approaching home plate will run past the commitment line as well as another line 

at home to be considered safe.  No tagging the runner at home plate. 
 

9. Runners do not touch home plate 
 
10. Once the runner has crossed the commitment line, there is no turning back.  The catcher 

simply touches home plate while holding the ball. 
 
11. If a runner gets hit by a ball off the bat the runner is out due to interference. If a runner is hit 

off of a throw the runner receives the next base.  
 
12. Runners must touch the orange bag whenever a play is being made at first, unless the 

runner is rounding first base (white) on the way to second.  If the player touches the orange 
bag, the runner is safe. 

 
13. There are absolutely NO Sandals worn while playing baseball. No Steel cleats allowed.   
 
14. Every batter must make it to first base in order to use a substitute runner.  If the player is 

that injured, they shouldn’t be playing ball. 



15. Each team is responsible for keeping their own score during each inning.   
Note: Each team should keep track of the opposition as well and check regularly. 

 
16. The umpire has final say, and only the team representative may speak with him/her about 

the decision. 
 
17. Please return all balls after each and every game in order to keep your entry fee low. 
 
18. To be eligible for playoffs, a player must play in 2 games (league play).  A player cannot be 

added to a roster after the second last round of play. 

 
SOFTBALL FIELD RULES 

1. Please do not litter. Garbage cans are provided-use them!  Each team is asked to clean 
up after their game. 

 
2. No alcoholic beverages allowed in the area. 

 
3. Please arrive 15 minutes early to warm up and to be sure we start on time. 

 

HAVE FUN!!! 

 
 

GAMES ARE PLAYED RAIN OR SHINE!!!! 

EXCEPTION:  THUNDER AND LIGHTNING 


